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Abstract
In this paper, we present some ideas and experiments on using microagents for testing and repairing a distributed system, whose elements may or may not have embedded BIST (Built In Self Test) and BISR (Built In Self Repair) facilities.

The microagents are software modules that perform monitoring, diagnosis and repair of the faults. They form together a society whose members communicate, set goals and solve tasks.

The platforms taken into consideration for mobile tester microagents include Java Micro Edition, BREW, Symbian, PalmOS, as well as more general small scale platforms. Experimental tester agents in Java 2 Micro Edition and PalmOS are also presented, a solution that ensures portability, flexibility, but also a relatively small memory footprint.

1. Introduction
One of the current trends in BIST technology is Distributed BIST, or DBIST [1-5]. The distributed nature of DBIST means that each of the modules of the tested system has its own BIST routine, which runs the test more or less independently from the other modules. This way, the actual BIST of the whole device is decomposed into smaller, dedicated BISTs, which should be simpler and easier to develop and maintain. If the communication is expensive, a decentralized test management can be more efficient. This testing solution is especially suitable for large systems, with many subsystems, possibly of different types. One such system is shown in figure 1.

Distributed BIST, or DBIST, usually implies that each module of the system has its own BIST, and the testing is not done centrally, but locally, in a distributed manner. The system may or may not have a central DBIST management module. Most DBIST approaches [1-5] use a central control authority to start/stop the remote BIST tests, to generally organize the DBIST process and gather together the results.

2. Agent based DBIST and DBISR
2.1 Generalities
This work is a natural continuation of the multi-agent approach presented in [6-8]. We extended the work to other low scale platforms as well, like BREW (see 2.4.2. below) or Symbian (see 2.4.3. below), for example.

The term “microagent” is preferred to “agent”, in this context, due to the low processing power and memory requirements of the agents used.

The IEEE 1232 family of standards, analyzed in [9], describes common exchange formats and software services for reasoning systems used in system test and diagnosis. The goal is to make the data exchange between two different diagnostic reasoners easy. The standard also defines software interfaces, for the use of external tools that can access the diagnostic data in a consistent manner. It allows exchanging diagnostic information and embedding diagnostic reasoners in any test environment.

Intelligent agents are software modules able to make decisions on their own, communicate with each other, learn new things and even “travel” from system to system (see also [10]).

Most of the large systems we talk about are heterogeneous, comprising a large number of devices of different types. The devices we talk about usually have different hardware and/or software, tasks, dependability requirements, but all are capable of running software (in order to be able to run the agent code). If not, an agent from a nearby device can test this device.

A multi agent approach and diagnosis ontology for diagnosis of spatially distributed technical systems is presented in [11]; however, in that approach, each subsystem has its own agent monitoring and diagnosing it, which can be costly in some cases. The memory holding the agent could be used for system purposes.

In this paper, we propose an innovative solution based on microagent approach for diagnosing distributed systems. It offers many advantages like flexibility, easy mainte-
Figure 1 - Heterogeneous distributed system. The devices are in connection with each other. In this example, the components of the system are several computing enabled modules of different makes and versions. Of course, the more classical example is an industrial system with diverse components, but we chose consumer devices, for demonstrational purposes.

Figure 2 - Agent Society

The agent society, as exemplified in figure 2, is able to share resources and repair the faults whenever possible. One or more agents diagnose each subsystem. The agents travel from device to device, try to detect and repair errors, either by themselves or with the help of other agents or a central database. They can also gather “experience” through their work.

When an agent cannot detect a cause of an observed fault or cannot repair it, it appeals to other agents to start cooperation. We use a decentralized diagnosis model, which reduces the complexity and communication overhead of centralized solutions. Due to the diversity of devices in modern complex systems, heterogeneous agents can be implemented that take care of device(s) in their responsibility area.

An agent based approach has the advantage of distributing the processing among many distinct components and, due to the autonomy of the agents, reduces the communication in the system. Moreover, the mobility of the agents increases the ability to efficiently solve a problem that appears in a region of the system, by increasing the local knowledge.

2.2 Agent Society

The agent society, as exemplified in figure 2, is able to share resources and repair the faults whenever possible. One or more agents diagnose each subsystem.

The agents travel from device to device, try to detect and repair errors, either by themselves or with the help of other agents or a central database. They can also gather “experience” through their work.

When an agent cannot detect a cause of an observed fault or cannot repair it, it appeals to other agents to start cooperation. We use a decentralized diagnosis model, which reduces the complexity and communication overhead of centralized solutions. Due to the diversity of devices in modern complex systems, heterogeneous agents can be implemented that take care of device(s) in their responsibility area.
The BIST/BISR can be run off line or on line in the background, depending on the capabilities of the device under test. In our experiments, we used both methods — for example, in figure 5, you may observe that the exemplified test is not only off line — taking over the device during the test — but it also needs user intervention. The PC version (not shown) of the BIST/BISR process is on line and runs in the background.

Different agents have different repair capabilities and they have to ask their colleagues if they cannot repair the fault by themselves.

When an agent has to analyze a specific subsystem (device), it executes three major steps:

- detection
- diagnosis
- repair

For each step, the agent has to:

- make a plan
- get the necessary information to execute the plan
- execute the plan
- analyze the results (not compulsory)
- decide (not compulsory)

The first step is to see if there is a fault or not. This may or may not be possible, depending on the agent’s capability in finding a way to check that specific device.

The simplest case is when the device has BIST, and the agent knows how to access it. If the agent cannot access the BIST module, it can ask other agents or a database about it.

Another case is when the device does not have BIST, but has some pre generated test sequences in its memory. In this situation, if the agent knows how to access them, it can extract and apply these test patterns. If not, the agent...
can ask other agents or a database about how to access these test patterns in the device.

Of course, there may be cases when the device does not contain the test patterns in its memory, thus the agent has to request them from other agents or databases.

After detecting the fault, the agent starts a diagnosis (although most fault detection methods include diagnosis as well). In order to do this, the agent uses the same sources of information as for detection.

When the fault has been correctly diagnosed, the agent tries to repair it. It uses the same sources of information as for the detection and diagnosis. Of course, being software by nature, the agent is limited mainly to software repairs.

There may also be cases when the diagnosis is ambiguous, i.e. there may be more causes of the failure. In that case, the agents conduct further tests, eventually “discuss” the problem.

There are four basic types of agents in the society:
- Tester agents
- Nameserver agents
- Facilitator agents
- Visualizer agents

Tester agents are the ones “working”, i.e. effectively testing the devices.
Nameservers are like phone books, they make easier for the agents to find each other.
Facilitators are like the Yellow Pages, they know who has what and who knows how to detect or fix what problem.
Visualizers are the interfaces between the agent society and other systems, for example accepting commands from the system administrator and supplying information about tested devices and society status.

More about agent management can be found in [12].

2.3 Agent Communication

At software level, the agents communicate with each other through the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) ACL (Agent Communication Language) [12]. FIPA ACL specifications describe aspects of the structure of messages and the ontology service. For now, our agents have a reduced language set, mainly allowing sharing test sets, device test/repair data and system coverage plans.

The FIPA MTP (Agent Message Transport Protocol) specifications [12] present different ways of communication for the agents to exchange data. IIOP (Internet Inter ORB Protocol), WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) and HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), TCP/IP over wireline are described, as well as generic wireless solutions. They also deal with bit oriented, string oriented and XML oriented message representations. Our agents, in their current development status, use TCP/IP over wireline and wireless connections, with the messages in ASCII string format. They ask information from the central database through HTTP. A newer version, with XML, is being developed, to simplify inter agent, agent to database communication and use of protocols like HTTP and WAP.

At hardware level, the agents use whatever communication layer is available for the device (serial, I2C, Ethernet or other). We have also considered embedded TCP/IP solutions.

For a system with mobile subsystems to be tested, short range, standardized radio based Bluetooth chips can be used. For large scattered systems, radio based Wi Fi solutions or GPRS boards are available. Wi Fi works even with public Access Points, while GPRS boards are adequate for low cost, always on sporadic communication over large distances.

2.4 Agent Platforms

2.4.1 Java Micro Edition

Sun’s Java 2 Micro Edition [13, 14] is standardized, portable, has a small footprint (Sun’s KVM reference implementation has about 128 kiloytes), optimized for networking and very flexible.

To ensure portability among different manufacturers’ devices, the MIDP 1.0 (Mobile Information Device Profile) and specification establishes some basic functionality for the first generation Java enabled mobile devices. This guarantees that the programs – “midlets” – will run on any MIDP 1.0 certified hardware.

MIDP 1.0 offers only HTTP type connections by default, but there are a few workarounds to have always on, flexible, raw socket connections – proprietary network connections – between the server and the mobile device. MIDP 2.0 is more flexible in this respect, but few mobile devices comply with it.

On need, the j2me agents can be easily extended with additional functions, enabling a device’s additional testing abilities.

The drawback of the j2me solution is that from its conception, Java (Enterprise, Standard or Micro) has been designed for portability. This means that it does not allow native access to the hardware, only through the functions of the virtual machine. On the other hand, special, device-specific classes can be developed, which bypass the virtual machine and access the hardware directly.
Another drawback is that the "midlets" – j2me programs – can be installed and run only on the user's request. This is a security measure, aiming at protecting the user’s handheld – the original target of j2me – from unwanted programs. However, if there is already a midlet running on the device, with an active network connection, it can send and receive data, including microagents.

2.4.2 BREW
Qualcomm's BREW platform [15] is similar to Java Micro Edition, but the programs can be developed in C++, as well. There is a Micro Java virtual machine for BREW, so that even the j2me programs are able to run. The main advantage of BREW over Java Micro Edition is that it can run native applications that access the hardware. Its main disadvantage is that its use is not widespread, but the number of BREW enabled devices is increasing.

BREW is mainly embedded into CDMA communication devices.

2.4.3 Symbian
Symbian [16] is actually a low scale operating system, supported by Ericsson, Panasonic, Nokia, Psion, Samsung, Siemens and Sony Ericsson. It is mainly for, but not limited to, enhanced mobile phones. It can even run a Java Micro Edition virtual machine, allowing the j2me solution, presented above, to run. Still, the main advantage of Symbian is that it accepts programs that access the underlying hardware directly, circumventing the problems of the aforementioned Java Micro Edition.

Unfortunately, Symbian also requires more resources than the j2me virtual machine, making it more expensive as embedded agent platform.

2.4.4 PalmOS
PalmOS [17] was originally an operating system for Personal Digital Assistants. Later, some PalmOS PDAs became smartphones, and PalmOS got wireless. The main advantage of PalmOS, like Symbian's, is that its programs can access the hardware directly. The disadvantage is that it was not designed for background applications, but for programs that interact a lot with the user. However, the latest versions (PalmOS 5 and 6) are promising.

2.4.5 Embedded Linux
Linux, the most acclaimed open operating system, also has many downscaled embedded versions. μCLinux [18], for example, runs on microcontrollers.

Linux, in its embedded versions, is the most powerful and resource efficient platform for embedded computational tasks. The downside is that since the native programs contain native machine instructions, they are not portable to other processors.

For more about devices with embedded Linux, see [19].

2.4.6 Single Board Computers
An SBC is, in fact, a hardware platform. It is a powerful computer, usually with network access, audio and video capabilities, lots of processing power, but all crammed on one small printed circuit board. There are even 45x45mm SBC boards.

Most of them use x86 compatible processors, thus are able to run MS Windows. Nevertheless, the majority uses Linux, for its flexibility. See [19] on Linux enabled SBCs.

3. Experimental Results

3.1 JADE-LEAP
The first implementation of the specifications above originates in the extension of the work presented in [1] so that the testing society holds tester microagents. The "mass" of the society was implemented in JADE (Java Agent Development Platform), a powerful agent framework, fully compliant with FIPA standards. The designed...
tester microagent runs on the JADE-LEAP extension of
JADE. JADE-LEAP (Lightweight Extensible Agent Plat-
form) is capable of running under Java2ME, thus ena-
bling an agent to exist on an embedded system. The im-
plemented agent community contains agents running both
on Java2SE and Java2ME systems, communicating trans-
parently with each other via the middleware provided by
JADE-LEAP. Thus, tester agents capable of performing,
storage and searching different test procedures for various
devices can reside either on PCs, mobile phones or other
embedded devices.

The demonstrative scenario tests the display of the mobile
phone the tester agent resides on. The following simple
set of tests was devised:

- basic graphical elements tests (labels, tickers etc.) re-
quired by the Java2ME specification.
- base color tests (red, green, blue) for color displays.
- black and white patterns (such as a dot/blank/dot grid)
  for monochrome displays.

The resources of the microdevice being limited, storage of
all the data related to the agent on the mobile phone is not
feasible. JADE-LEAP allows the split of the agent’s data
between a container running in a PC environment and the
device under test. A backend of the agent will be stored in
the PC environment, as seen in the screenshot presented
in figure 3. This backend is an interface between the agent
society container and the microdevice.

Each microagent has a name unique in the society, chosen
by the operator prior to agent deployment. Figure 4, left
shows a screenshot of the connection screen, running in a
simulated mobile environment.

Microagents store data about testing procedures in special
structures called record stores. A record store consists of
a collection of data which will remain persistent across mul-
tiple invocations of the agent. Each testing procedure is
identified by name. The operator issues a test by entering
the name of the test (figure 4, right). The microagent
searches the required testing procedure in the local record
stores. If the test procedure is not found locally, the agent
asks the agent society for it, and if no other agent knows
it, the database is queried. Finally, the agent will store the
procedure persistently in a record store.

The procedure exemplified in figure 5 tests a mobile
phones’ implementation of the Java2ME specification
related to the user interface. A testing procedure consists
of a list of display items (labels, gauges, tickers etc.) and
questions to be asked for each one. The microagent reads
the testing procedure, displays one by one the items con-
tained therein and asks the questions. A test is considered
passed if the user answers affirmatively to all questions.
The instance showed in the figure tests a ticker (or mar-
quee) which is a piece of text that runs continuously along
the display.

The PalmOS port of the microagents can be of two types:
the first one does not actually need porting, since it is the
same Java Micro Edition implementation described
above. The other version runs native PalmOS code. We could not find a PalmOS agent platform, so we started to write our own. Since agent communication is based on FIPA ACL, the agent can communicate with other agents outside the PalmOS device.

Different agents have different repair capabilities and they have to ask their colleagues if they cannot repair the fault by themselves.

Tester agents do the testing and repair what is repairable. Visualizers supply the interface between the agent society and the outer world. Nameservers and Facilitators provide lookup services for the agents, so they find each other and also offer their services and knowledge.

Of course, device specific routines are both more efficient and more economical, but they lose in portability and ease of development.

The agent management and communication follow FIPA specifications, which describe the management services and communication protocols and formats.

Future development plans include porting the tester agents on more platforms, as well as making the tests more automated and transparent for the user. Implementing on line DBIST/DBISR is an important goal for high availability systems on one hand, and for impatient handheld users, on the other. This, however, implies that the device must have multitasking capabilities (or additional hardware for the purpose), and its peripherals supporting on line testing/repairs (e.g. marching memory tests or on the fly reconfigurable circuitry [20]).

A big problem of the approach we presented here is to find a balance between the simplicity and cost of the components of the distributed system and the depth and accuracy of the tests and repairs. If the processing power, memory and peripheral requirements of the DBIST/DBISR are high, test accuracy and system availability will be high as well, but the costs will increase accordingly, reducing the feasibility of the project. On the other hand, reducing the requirements will limit testing and repair capabilities as a result. Costs will be lower, but so will be availability, too.
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